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Abstract: This research provides answers to the question "What will be the social impacts of
a given urban transportation polic/" and provides the nucleus of a decision support tool for

urban planning. Decision-makers have been unable to integrate the complex relationships

between transportation and related fields (urban land use, economics, demographics, energy

consumption, and environmental impacts) that contribute to the kue costs of travel. Tliis
research formulates a mathemafical model that quantifies the regional impacts of urban

transportation policies from system point of view, considering system travel time, system

travel costs, and CO emissions to help the urban planners to predict impacts of transportation
policies. This paper models real-world travelers' decision behavior, considering multiple
income classes, multiple Eansport modes, and physical network consmints. At the end, we

use this model to show the impacts of area licensing scheme for case of simplified Taipei city.

Key Words: urban transportation policy evalualion, environmental impacts, impact

evaluation

T.INTRODUCTION

The transportation systems in many developed cities fail to promote economic growth by
providing for effrcient transport ofcommercial goods, nor do they provide convenient services

to residents in meeting their daily transportation needs [Birk, 1993]; rather, many systems clog

city space, pollute city air, inadequately provide sewices for city residents, draw major

portions of city financial resourcos for operation and maintenance, and hamper urban

economic grouth. Such problems can be taced back to the urban planning process.

Decision-makers have been unable to integrate the complex relationships between

transportation and related fields (urban land use, economics, demographics, energy

consumption, and environmental impacts) that contribute to the true costs of uavel. This has

introduced problems that not only transportation planners but also urban planners now need to

face [Greene, et a1.,1995; OECD, 1995; Philpott, et al', 1994]. It is therefore necessary to

prcvide a quantitative model to estimate the impacts of transportation policies on urban

regions.

The research presented in this paper models real-world travelers' decision behavior,

considering multiple income classes, multiple transport moCes, and physical network

constraints. By introducing an intangible cost (the mode-aversion cost) into the generalized

travel cost function, this research proposes a quantitative approach to measure the "full cost"

for travelers. Traveler selects mode and path to minimize his,trer fully travel cost. Holever,
travelers' decisions are based on "individual" cost and not consider that much about "system"

cost (traffic congestion, air pollution, and other social costs) for the whole urban area. This
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research proposes a quantitative approach to measure the "system cost" ofsociefy to help the
urban planners to predict impacts of transportation policies.

2. MODEL FORMULATION

Two different levels ofprocesses are quantified in this research. First, at individual level, by
inroducing an intangible cost (the mode-aversion cost) into travelers' behavior decision
model, this research quantifies the true cost of travei [Chu, 1997]. Second, at the regional
level, by adopting cross-sector social modes, this research quantifies the regional economic
impacts of transportation policies. The framework for the research, depicted in Figure l,
consists of one core functiol and two core sub-models: generalized travel cost function, the

model oftravelers' decisions, and the model oftotal social cost. The generalized travel cost

function is a comprehensive cost function that contains tangible and intangible cost for a

traveler. The measurement of intangible cost will be inffoduced later. The model of travelers'
decisions based on the user-optimal principle (Wardrop's user principle) estimates the

travelers' behavior on selecting the path and transport-mode when the transportation policy
changes. This model is used twice in this algorithm. The first time is used in calibration
process (shadow area in Figure l) to estimate intangible cost. The second time is used to
estimate the impacts of transportation policy. The input data we need for model of travelers'
decision are empirical traffic data including origin-destination matrix and mode usage; traffic
network data including paths on network, arc capacity, etc; and transportation policy
altematives. The output of this sub-rnodel is equilibrium traffic flow pattern. During the

calibration process, the intangible costs will be modified until the traffic flow pattem closed to
empirical pattern. Then we input this equilibnum trafftc flow to model of social costs to
estimate air pollutants, total travel time and costs from the traffic pattem. The details of
generalized travel cost function and rwo sub-models are described in following.

Figure l. Framework of model

Model of Travelers' decision
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2.1 Gercralized Travel Cost Function

Many cost analyses have recently been done to evaluate Eansport-mode altematives but they

tend to over-simplifr fiavel cost function when compared to real-world situation. A
"comprehensive" cost function proposed by Qin et al listed most of the factors that should be

included in the cost function [Qin, et al., 1996]. However, they have focused on the tangible
costs of travel time and other monetary expenses that come directly out of the comrnuters'
pockets. To structure a real comprehensive cost function, first, we follow the Qin's analysis

to formulate Travel costs. Qin's trip costs include travel time and havel monetary cost. That
is,

Travel costs : Monetary cost * Time cost (1)

Monetary cost includes depreciation, opportunity interest, registration fee, insurance fee, fare,

fuel cost and rnaintenance cost, toll, parking fees, etc. Time cost includes waiting time,
distribution time, and line-haul time. Line-haul time, is defined using the Capacity Restraint ,

Assignment Method with BPR form. The converter, Value of time (VOT), converts the time
into monetary units. VOT is estimated by the opportunity cost for the travelers. We assume a

haveler's VOT of a given income class is equal to his or her hourly work pay.

We present an example introduced in that Chu's paper [Chu, 1997]: ten income classes

commuters travel from Chungcheng to Taan, two areas in Taipei City. Figure 2 show the
calculation results oftheir tangible costs, as in Equation 2 for using different transport modes.
The table and figure show that the tangible cost for using private car is much higher than other
modes for every level of income. Therefore, if the commuters are behaving rationally and if
their selection of transport modes depends only on the tangible costs, then there should be

only a few private cars on the road and most tavelers should select one of the three other
modes. However, in the real world, this is not the case. There are many private cars on the
road.

Tengible travel cost curve from Chungcheng to
Tarn
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Figure 2. Tangible travel cost curve (Chungcheng to Taan).

We adopted the assumption model in Chu's paper that there exists an "intangible cost," which
explains the discrepancy between the rational tansport mode selection and the observed
behavior. This intangible cost is considered a psychological cost that cannot be directly
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computed. Security, convenience, habit, aud social image are all included in the concept of
intangible cost. Therefore, the trip cost function, as we proposed, should be in the form of
Equation 2.

Generalized Costs = Time cost * Travel monetary cost + Intangible cost

= Travel time *Yalue of time + Travel monetary cost + Intangible cost

: (Access walking time + Waiting time + Line-haul time * Parking time +
Distribution time* Yalue of time + (Initial cost * Unit-distance cost*Travel
distance + Toll + Parkingfee) + Intangible cost (2)

Note that this cost function is not a constant, it depends on which path to choice, wtrat kind of
mode to use, how much the traffic flow on path, and the intangible cost. The line-haul time is

defined using the Capacity Restrpint Assignment Method. Capacity restaint assignment deals

with overloaded links in tle network. In several suggested methods, the Bureau of Public
Roads @PR) method is often used. The travel time is represenkd by the general polynomial

function @quation 3), which is positive and monotonicly increasing and all of the other
parameters in the generalized cost function are positive. Therefore, the generalized cost

function is positive and monotonicly increasing.

7TA=Toxlr+a"r#)'l (3)

Where TTA presents the travel time on arc. AF presents arc flow and AC presents arc capacity

limiation. To is the ideal travel time on arc. cr and B are parameters. ( for our case, c is
assumed to be 0.15 and p is assumed to be 4.) This generalized travel cost function is

regarded as the traveler's trip decision function. In other word, if the haffic engineer having
the information of generalized travel cost function of individuals then the traffrc assignment
problem will become a cost minimization process. Next, we show an approach to estimate the
intangible cost.

2.2 Estimation of Intangible Cost

We consider the intangible cost as a cost that cannot be expressed dirmtly as either the
monetary cost or the time cost of travel. Security, convenience, habit and social image are all
included in the concept of intangible cost. We assume that this intangible cost is a function of
mode. In other word, we regard this intangible cost as a mode-aversion cost which is a

willingness-to-pay for the travelers to avoid using one mode rather than another. Since this
cost will be more meaningftl measured by relative value, we set a transport mode, say private
car, as the base mode that every taveler has no preference on it.

The inungible costs estimate from the process of calibration process. To follow the real
behavior, there are several assumptions for intangible cost. These assumptions serve as rules
of calibrating model with the empirical data.

Rule (1): The intangible cost should not decrease with the travelers' income
level. The higher income level travelers have a higher preference on using
private cars, therefore, the intangible cost for other transport modes should
increase with the fravelers' income level.
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Rule (2): The result of thc calibration by adjusting the intangible cost should
show a reasonable mode disfribution across different income Ievel travelers.
The mode distibution curve over the income levels should be graduates,

Rule (3): The result of travel time for the network should be in the reasonable
range. The travel time for every path should be close to the empirical data
from the real-world case.

Rule (4): The total transport modes distribution should be close to tle
empirical data.

2.3 Model of Travelers'Decision

This sub-model presents a simulation of the taveler's behavior in the sense of Wardrop's,
user-optimal principle fWardrop. 1952] in which each traveler's objective is to minimize his
or her travel cost. Wardrop's user-optimized principle was formulated by Beckmann,
McGuire, and Winsten [Beckmann, 1956]. Beclonann's formulation considers one class of
traveler and one transport mode, in other words, it imposed a qmmetry requirement for the
cost function. Dafermos [Dafermos, 1972] extended Beckmann's approach to multiclass-users
problems. Florian fFlorian, 1976] and Abdulaal and LeBlanc [Abdulaal, et a1., 1979)
considered the multi-modal problem. After the theory of the multiclass-user-and-single-mode
problem and the theory of the single-class-user-and-multi-modal problem had matured,
researchers became interested in the combined problem of the
multiclass-user-and-multi-modal taffic assignment problem. Florian [Florian, 1977], Florian
and Nguyen's [Florian, et al, 1978], l,eBlanc and Farhangian [LeBlanc, et al., 1982], and Lam
and Yang [Lam, et a1.,1992] provided partial solutions to this problem [Sheffi, 1985].

A wide-used type of models in dealing with mode selection is multinomial choice probabiliry
model that combined probabiliry theory and econometrics. This type of models proposes
probabilistic approaches for mode selection to avoid directly measuring intangible cost. In fact,
if individual's complete travel cost can be estimated then the selection in mode and trip path
should be determined and not a probability any more. By introducing intangible costs into cost
function, Chu developed a model that combile a modal split-assignment for multiclass users
and that also consider the wealth effect on mode selection [Chu, et al., 2000]. Chu's model
extends Wardrop's user optimal principle for path assignment to a mode-path assigrment.

This research follows Chu's approach by formulating the user equilibrium taffic assignment
problem as a nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP). By transforming the NCP to a
fixed-point problem and applyng Brouwels theorem, continuity establish a quite general
existence theorem for user equilibrium can be proved for our model [Aashtiani, et al., l98l].

2.3.1 Model Algorithn

This research adopts the diagonalization (or relaxation or nonlinear Jacobi) algorithm to solve
the equilibrium traffic flow problem. The whole network travel pattem (or flow pattern)
converges until no one is able to reduce personal travel cost by switching mode or path. The
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process of solving a traffic assignment problem is to find a traffic flow pattern that is

consistent with the relevant equilibrium criteria. If the cost functions are positive and

continuous, then an user equilibriUm will exist, and because of the application of

complementarity theory, if the cost functions are strictly monotonically increasing, then the

user equilibrium is unique.

Step 0: Initialization.

Obtain an initial feasible path-flow vector x. Iu this research, we solve the

Equahon 4 without fixing the diagonal flow and set the equilibnum results as the

initial flow pattem. Set iteration cormter, n, equal to 1.

Step I : Diagonalization.

Fixed off-diagonal flows at their value for each arc. Set f^,., (in Equation 4) as a

constant. Therefore, the objective function in Equation 4 with only one variable

(i.e., the generalized cost hrnctionc..,,. is a function of x only); all the other flows

that may affect tire cost for class c using Eansport mode m on arc 4 are not

variablei during the zth iteration. The values of these other flows (by otber nrodes,

classes, and arcs) are fixed. In otler words, cross-arc cross-mode, and CrOSS-clasS

eflects by other flows are frozen. Note, this formulation does not frx the flows

themselves and the Hessian of Equation 4 is diagonal since all cross-tuc effects are

kept fixed.

Step 2: Optimization.

Solve the minimization objective function subject to conservadon of flow, the

nonnegative flow constraint, and the capacity constraint.

fiT}.T ("'',,,,"(x+r,-,,.,)dx (4)

s.t. ELn',' = ft! = path flow of class c form p to q
mf

Pt,.,," 
<7 

" 
=capaciry constraint of arc a

hff >0

Where f,,,. = arc flow for class c using mode rn on atca -ZZ|'p' " h:;"

f,',,." = the arc flow excePl f".,,"

if a epath(p,q,r,m,c)
ifaepath(p,q,r,m,c)ry ={1"
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co,^," is arc cost function for class c by using rhode m. Note that all the

generalized cost fitnctions used are strictly increasing in the arc flow @quation 3),
a property which guarantees that the solution to eash sub-problem is unique.

Step 3: Convergence test.

If ttre arc-flow Yector.x that generated in nth iteration is the same as that of n-lth
iteration, that is I xn - xn-rl I d xo-t, where a is a (dimensionless) predetermined
constant, then stop. Otherwise, set ,2 = n+1, and go to Step l.

After the iteration process converges, we obtain the equilibrium traffic pattern. In other words,
we know the final decision of every income class about which path and what transport mode
to use for every origin-destination pair,

2. 3.2 Model Calibration

We calibrate the model by modiSring the set of intangible costs (mode-aversion costs). The
stop criterion for the process of calibration is the error of mode distribution less than l%.
After the calibration process, we assume this set of intangible costs is fixed through the
process for analping the hansportation policy.

2.4 Model of total social cost

Based on the output of the individual decision model, i.e., the set of equitibrium path flows,
we compute the social costs. Social costs include intemal and extemal costs. When travelers
estimate the cost of a tip, ftey will consider the internal costs that are discussed in deail in
generalized cost firnctions as discussed in the Appendix. However, in this system, the whole
society pays for tle total costs.

2.4.1 System travel time and cost

The consideration of travel time as a social cost is a significant issue. On a given road,
everyone is assumed to travel at the same speed, but if n cars are on the road, everyone moves
slower than if the number is only z-,1 cars. Thus, the addition of an zth user imposes
additional tavel time on all z users because ofthe reduced speed. This concept ofan increase
in travel time for all travelers resulting from an increase in the number of vehicles using the
road is called "marginal fiavel time" for the nth car. Therefore, this difference between
marginal travel time and average travel time for the nth car is an extemal cost affecting the
transportation system. As we mentioned that the whole society pap for the total costs,
therefore, we use the total travel time to evaluate the performance of hansportation policy.
The path travel time includes that time walking to access the transportation mode helher
choice (access walking time ), that time waiting for that mode (waiting time), that time travel
in/on the mode (line-haul time), that time of parking (parking time), and the time walk from
parking place to his/her destination (distribution time). The formulation of slrtem travel time
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is Equation 2.

sTr = II( Prr ( n))x(//(m))

Where Sfi rJ; system havel time, PTTT presents path travel by using mode m, and

N(m) presents the number of passengers using mode m. The path travel cost includes the

"ort 
io have that right to use that moO. lioitiut cost), the cost to use thG mode, and the

parking fee. The formulation ofsystem travel cost is Equation 3

(2)

(3)src = zL( rrc ( n))x ( N ( n ))

Where STC presents system kavel cost, PTC(m) presents path navel cost by using mode m,

and N(m) presents number of passengers using mode m'

2.4-2 Air pollution cost

Most pollution, such as air pollution, affects non-road users as well as road users, whereas

favel time and travel fuel costs primarily affect road users. Road transport is responsible for

the emission of most of urban- air-pollution: carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbon (HC),

nitrogen oxides (NOx), which are produced by intemal combustion engines. In addition,

mnslport is also a major contributor of sulfiu oxides (SOx) and particulate matter with a

dianriter of less than 10 pm @M-10) emissions [EPA in Taiwan, 1993]'

This research takes a macro-scale approach Gtart-up and hot soak einission are, therefore,

disregarded). For the case we discuised in this paper is a simplified city of Taipei, and in

Taipe-i, 95* of Taipei's air-pollutants and 99o/o of CO come from motor vebicles. Therefore,

treri we particularly focus on carbon monoxide (CO) emissions as an example to illusfi.ate the

process of in"otpoiuting air pollution concems into transportation projects' We examine CO

emissions using a v".sion Lf tn" tneNSYT 7-F model [Mayeres, et al., 1996], which

determines totaivehicle emissions over any path. The general form of this model is

on, - Ax eB" (5)t\vt - cxv

Where ROp prescnts .the rate of pollutant production (unit: g-vehicle/ft). v presents the

average wehicle velocity. A, B, and C are parameters' The research presented in this paper

applie-.s Equation 5 to estimate CO emissions. Equation 5 is applicable for estimating CO

e*ssions, tydrocarbon (HC) ernissions, and nitogen oxide (Nox) emissions.

2.4.i Other social costs

Some other costs that might be included in the social costs are road landing, noise pollution

cost, water pollution costs, accident costs, incident delay costs, global climate change costs,

amenity 
"oit 

, *d other social costs. However, in this research, we consider only CO
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emissions to demonstrate how to include the pollution costs in the cost accounting. These
other costs are completely discussed in [Qin, et al., 1996] and the computation process can
be found in [Mayeres, et al., 1996]. To keep the scope of research manageable, we do not
consider these costs here.

3. CASE OF ALS IN SMALL CITY

This section applies the model developed in Sectron 2 to a case to estimate the system impacts
of area licensing scheme (ALS). We simplified Taipei's transportation systems as a five-hub
network system to be our study case. Based on this transportation network, we analyze ALS
area licensing scheme for this simplified Taipei city which changes the cost of using roads for
private vehicle users.

3.1 Structure a simple city

To illustate the results of model of this research, we modifu Taipei City into a simple city and
use this simplified city as our case. Based on geographical and functional considerations, we
partitioned the greater Taipei municipalities into five major transportation hubs (Figurc 3).
These five hubs, Center, East, Nortb, West, and South are defined in Table l. Table 2 shows
the surfaces that connect these five hubs in terms of the number of lanes.

Figure 3 Five-Hubs Partitioned Taipei Ciry Map

Table l. Transportation Area Partition

Iransit hubs Distict Area
Center 3hungcheng, Taan Tatung, Sungshan, Wanhua, Hsinyi, Chungshan
East Keehrng, Hsinchih, Nankang, Haulien, Neihu
North famshui, Shihlin, Pgile.
West Sanchung, Lunchou, Panchiao, Hsinchu, Taouan, Hsienchuang, Shutin
South Wenshan, Yunho, Tucheng, Hsintien, Chungho
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Table 2. Surface for Taipei City (unit: lane)

Fron/To Ioilrom Roads Hishway Rapid Transit

Center East 24 6

Center North t6 i
Center West 26 6

Center South 28 I

East North 2 4

iast South ') 6

rlorth West 4 4

West South 10 4

Source: aggregated based Taipei street map and DOTSI report from

Bureau of Transporration, Taipei City government, 1 996

This research focuses on the traffic situation during the morning peak hour period (from 7:00

a.m. to 9:00 a.m.), therefore, most data and results are limited to this period. During the

workday's morning peak hours, simplified Taipei city has an average travel demand of
699,300 personal trips. h this research, we assume that there are l0 iacome classes, three

types of transport surface: local road, highway, and rapid nansit rail; and five kinds of
transport modes: motorcycle, car, bus, taxi, and rapid fransit.

From the survey, we determined most of parameters we need for cost function in Equation (3)

and algorithm Equation (4). At ttre same time, we assume a set of initial rntangible cost for
income levels and modes. Then plug these data in and keep modifoing the intangible cost until

equilibrium haffic flows show the mode usage close to empirical data. Table 3 shows that

intangible costs aft€r model calibration. From now on, the set of intangible costs is fixed

during the policy scenario analysis.

Table 3. Intangible Costs for income levels and modes (unit: NT dollars)

hcome Level
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 J 2 I

High Low

lar 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0

laxi t2 10 8 6 4 2.5 2 0 0 0

lransit l4 ll 8 6 4 2.5 2 0 U 0

lus l5 t2 9 7 4.5 3 2.5 1 0.5 C

Motorcycle 20 l5 t2 8 6 5 3.5 1 0.5 0

Table 4. Basic traffrc results for Taipei City

Iotal Dassengers 599,300

Motorcycle Car Taxi Bus Rapid
Transit

Emprical Passenger 7o 34.23% 24.44o/o 8.42% 32,91%

Ialset Passenqers 7o 33.50% 24.00% 8.00% 30.50% */o

Passengers % after calibration 33.18% 23.9't% 8.38% 30.59% 3.88%

Number of vehicles 210,940 11t,725 39,065 5,348 78
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Table 4 shows the basic traffic parameters of our model based on crurent data from Taipei
City [Taipei Municipal Government, Bureau of Transportation, 1996] and [Taipei Municipal
government, Deparffnent of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, 1996), including the
percentage of hansport-mode distribution and vehicles. Empirical data are collected from the
real situation in 1996. However, there was not rapid transit system at the time. Therefore, in
order to consider the passengers for rapid transit, we set a modified mode distribution as a
"target" for the calibration process. The stop criterion for the process ofcalibration is the error
of mode distribution less than 1%. T\e result of calibration shows that motorcycle riders are
the largest percentage oftotal travelers, 33.18o/o, and bus passengers are the second largest
percentage, 30.59%. Private car users and taxi users are respectively, 23.97% and 8.38%.
Rapid transit passengers are only 3.88%. Regarding the number of vehicles: 210,940
motorcycles, lll,725 cars, 39,065 taxis, 5,348 buses, aud 78 rapid transit vehicies are in use
in simplified Taipei city during moming peak hours.

Table 5 shows the social impdcts of our baseline case. The total travel time is 372,700 
,

people-hours, in other words, during moming peak hours, the average fiaveler spends 0.53
hours to commute. The network cost, which includes all the tangible and mode-aversion costs
except the travel time cost, is 968,160,090 NT dollars for the whole system, and on average
every haveler spends 138.4 NT dollars to make the trip. This baseline case seryes as a
benchmark for the case study.

Table 5. Social impacts ofthe baseline case

Total Per Derson

letwork travel time [people-hourl 372,7AA 0.53

retwork monetarv cost* [NT$l 54,',7t3,3t0 78.3

retwork costr ffi$l 96,8 I 6,009 138.4

CO emissions [gm] 1,990,696 2.84
network average line-haul speed [<rnlhr] 33.1 5

average line-haul speed to CBD tkr/hrl 28.67

3,2 Area Licensing Scheme

We want to understand the traffic situation and social impacts when an area licensing scheme
(AIS) is applied to the central business disaict (CBD) in simptified Taipei city. In rhe area
licensing scheme, drivers are charged when they enter a certain area (in most cases, the CBD).

3.2.1 Policy Scenario

We assume that private car and motorcycle travelers have to pay a license cost to enter the
central business area during the peak hours. We also assume that the parking fees in the
central area have been abolished and that the area license for cars and motorcycles costs is set
at what used to cost. For those travelers whose destination is the CBD and who use cars or
motorcycles, the ALS should not result in a significant change in cost. Those travelers who
pass through the CBD during the peak hours will have an additional tavel cost. This
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additional cost could push them either to switch to other transport modes or to take a longer

path to bypass the CBD. We also assume tlat taxi, bus, and rapid hansit are not affected by

this policy directly (but could be affected indirectly.)

3.2.2 Simulation results

Table 6 shows how the transport-mode disEibution affected by the ALS. The number of
motorcycle and car travelers is reduced by 15.25% and2.9o/o, respectively, and they mainly

switch to taxis and buses. When facing the chance of taking a longer pa*r to bypass the CBD

or using other transport modes to pass though the CBD, some of the higher-income

motorcycle travelers switch to taxis because taldng taxis on highways saves much time.

Lower-income motorcycle riders, instead of taking a longer path, switch to buses because the

cost of using the bus is lower than the additional license cost for motorcycles. The ALS has a

secondary effect on rapid ransit fiavelers. Their number is reduced by 8.7% because'

congestion on local roads to the CBD is mitigated, which causes more travelers to switch from

rapid hansit to road-system vehicles.

Table 6. Travelers redistribution by the impact of area licensing scheme

Iransport mode Baseline case Area licensins scheme Percentage change

Motorcycle 3t.18% 28.12o/o -15.25%

Car 21.9'7o/o 23.27% -2.90o/o

Iaxi 838% 1039% 23.98%

Bus 30.590/o 34.67% 13.34o/o

Rapid Transit 3.88% 3.54% -8.70%

Table 7 Social impacts by the area licensing scheme

ALS

retwork tavel time 1,88%

,etwork cost -0.160/o

30 emissions -s.55%

letworL average line-haul speed 2.26%

lveraee line-haul speed to CBD 7.61%

Table 7 shows that the ALS would be a very effective policy in speeding up the mobility to

the CBD and reducing the nehl'ork's CO emissions but network travel time could increase.

The average line-haul speed to the CBD increases by 7.63% and CO emissions are reduced by
5.55%. Travelers who switch from motorcycles to taxis increase congestion somewhat on the

highways, but substantially reduce congesiion on local roads. The network travel time

increases by a small amount because access and distribution time are much shorter for
motorcycles than for taxis and buses. The network cost is not changed substantially because

the monetary cost for using other transport modes is higher but the mode-aversion cost for
motorcycles is higher than for other transport modes. The ALS favors taxi drivers and the bus

system bocause it encourages more passengers to use these two transport modes.
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3.2.i Discassion

Singapore, n 1975, introduced an area liceusing scheme to reduce traffic to the cental'
business district during morning peak hours. Drivers are required to purchase a sticker in
advance if they want to enter the CBD during the peak hours. This city has updated the ALS
over the years and has also introduced many new tecbnologies (e,9., an electronic road pricing
technology) to support this scheme. The initial result of ALS back in 1975 has been a

sigrrificant improvement in traffic: private car traffic has been reduced by 70%; moming
emissions levels in the CBD have been lowered by 30% [MacRae, 1994]. However, the
benefits of the area licensing scheme have been challenged by some researchers. Wilson
(1988) argues that when the costs of rescheduling travel and the time spent purchasing the
licenses (pyrmits) are taken into account, the area licensing scheme may cost society more
than it recovers from the scheme's benefits [Wilson, 1988].

To implement the area licensirtg scheme, the govemment has to provide properly planned

altemative transport modes for travelers at an acceptable price and service level. Otherwise,'
the ALS may force businesses to move out of the central business district. This
decentalization would damage the economy of the CBD and would also potentially increase
transportation demand IOECD, 1995].

4. CONCLUSIONS

This research developed a model integrates tansportation and tansport-related impacts that is
desiped to aid tansportation planners in evaluating altemative Eansportation policies. By
considering a boarder range and quantiffing impacts of transportation policies on urban issues,
planners are be able to develop better policies that will improve the traffc situation and urban
living quality.

Our approach provides support to transportation decision-makers before they implement a
transportation policy. The model we used in this paper is a simple but real-word manageable
approach for the multiclass-user and multi-mode raflic system. Based on a few reasonable
assumptions, we developed a simple computation process and allowed the travelers
simultaneously to select path and transport modes. This process also provided guaranteed
results in terms of existence and uniqueness.

Our approach also explicitly inclu<ies most important costs of system. The results of this
research demonstrate the modcl's ability to predict the transportation situations and
transpofiation-related social impacts. This model readily allows researchers to test most of the
transportation policies (for example, fuel price policies, parking/toll policies, and transit fare
policies) by configuring a few param.eters.

Another difference between our approach and other studies is that our approach considered a
more realistic structure of cost firnction. Most studies consider of the tangible costs only (may
be partially). Our approach not only includes most of tangible costs but also quantifies
intangible cost as a mode-aversion cost. There are several discussions on the process cf
quantitative intangible. The set of inAngible cost is not unique from the process of model
calibration. Different sets of intangible costs maybe result in different generalized cost
functions. However, the change in the policy impacts still in the same direction. For the
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purpose of understanding the change and rough scale of policy impacts to decision-makers

need, this estimation of tangible cost could provide enough information.

Exrensions of the current research will improve the quality of support that our model can

provide. When the model is applied to long-term predictions, it should incorporate an elastic

travel demand function. The travel demand we assumed in our research is fixed, but for more

realistic situation, when a longa period in considered and travelers can change houses orjobs,
the travel demand should become a function of generalized cost. On the other side, the model

ofsocial costs could be modified to calculate the social cost and benefit in advance.
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